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Khadi and Village Industries has seen
a paradigm shift in the last ve years
after Shri Vinai Kumar Saxena was
appointed the Chairman of Khadi and
Village Industries Commission in
October 2015.
Sir, your perseverance and
monumental achievements have taken
this organization to the great heights
like never before. Your leadership and
guidance has given a new lease of life to
this organization. In this short span of
ve years KVIC has set many mile stones
like changing the face of Khadi at
National and Global level, augmented
self-suf ciency in the lives of our
spinners and weavers, taking Charkha
among masses by setting steel and
wooden charkha in different cities,
r e vo l u t i o n i n t h e
eld of honey

production and sales, changed the lives
of Sundarban tiger widows, pottery
artisans, the list is endless.
Sir, you have been and will always
remain our role model and an
inspiration to many and a promise of
great things ahead. On behalf of KVIC, I
wish to congratulate you on completion
of 5 signi cant years as Chairman of
Khadi and Village Industries
Commission.

Preeta Verma

Nurturing the Heritage Called Khadi
A paradigm shift crept in the decades-old work culture of an inert Khadi when
Shri Vinai Kumar Saxena took over as Chairman of Khadi and Village Industries
Commission (KVIC) in October 2015. As it required some extraordinary measures
to accelerate the growth of KVIC, Shri Saxena introduced innovations to diversify
its product line and tap the youth of the country besides venturing into the
unexplored streams of Khadi and village industry sector that began showing
results in less than a year of his taking over the reins of KVIC.
Shri Saxena had his priorities reformation and transformation - clear since Dayone. He knew that to ourish, Khadi needed a unique environment where
political will would coexist with the work culture of the corporate. He formulated
a multi-pronged approach to treat the ailing Khadi. By exploring the untapped
streams of Khadi and the village industry sector, diversifying the product range,
increasing production by employing new scienti c techniques and exploring
new markets across the globe, Shri Saxena managed to pull out Khadi from the
state of inertia. The sluggish pace of production suddenly began to boom.
Design intervention in Khadi by renowned fashion designers and participation
with textile majors like Raymonds and Arvind Mills for Khadi s marketing are
some of the Firsts that KVIC saw since its inception. Credit goes to Shri Saxena
who took efforts to popularize Khadi across the globe with exhibitions in over 60
countries. But with these developments came the challenge of protecting the
identity of Khadi. Shri Saxena acted tough against the big brands and issued
them legal notices for unauthorizedly using Khadi s brand name.
Shri Saxena took a big stride in creating large-scale employment across the
country. From simpli cation of rules in Prime Minister Employment Generation
Program (PMEGP) to launching agship programs like Honey Mission, Kumhar
Sashaktikaran Yojana and uplifting the marginalized leather artisans (Mochi)
community, Shri Saxena paved the way for employing farmers, women,
unemployed youth and adivasis with various government schemes.
As employment generation is believed to the biggest growth indicator in any
economy, Shri Saxena opened new avenues of employment in beekeeping,
pottery and leather crafts apart from the traditional works in Khadi and village
industries sector and creation of jobs under PMEGP.the leadership of Shri Saxena,
that was put in to pull Khadi out of lethargy and convert it into a tool of rural
resurgence and in the words of the Hon ble Prime Minister, a time-tested tool of
self-reliance .

Shri Saxena demonstrated his extraordinary vision when he turned the Covid-19
crisis into an opportunity. Aligned with Hon ble Prime Minister s call for
Aatmanirbhar Bharat , he engaged the artisans in stitching widely acclaimed
Khadi Face Masks so as to make them self-reliant and overcome the nancial
distress in these dif cult times.
Shri Saxena has also been instrumental in two recent order of the Central
government - restricting the import of raw Agarbatti and increasing the import
duty on Bamboo Agarbatti sticks
so as to make India Aatmanirbhar in
Agarbatti making and create large scale local employment.
When Hon ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi mentioned Khadi s success
story in his address to the nation during Covid-19 Lockdown on May 12, it meant
more than just a statement of increase in Khadi s turnover. It was also a
manifestation of the efforts, under the leadership of Shri Saxena, that was put in
to pull Khadi out of lethargy and convert it into a tool of rural resurgence and in
the words of the Hon ble Prime Minister, a time-tested tool of self-reliance .

In his own words Khadi is a perfect example of sustainable development as it
comes from humble processes of hand cropping, hand spinning and hand
weaving, which are completely sustainable because they are based on individual
level competencies and skills. Similarly, the market process generates
employment and income for the rural masses as it is not machine intensive or
technology intensive. The products are completely recyclable and
biodegradable. Khadi represents a new model of self-reliance, where the
artisans depend completely on an indigenously produced resource, avoiding
imports and generating sustainability of the individual as well as the society and
nation as a whole,
Even in the changing times, although the models of development have
changed to some extent, sustainability has always been at the core for Khadi.
With its diversi ed canvass, Khadi s principles of sustainable development
reverberate from all directions: from helping terrorism affected families to nd
life support to giving economic freedom to tiger attack victim families and from
rehabilitating poaching affected communities to self employing displaced
people the Narmada valley,

Highlights of the illustrious 5 years
of Shri Saxena as Chairman KVIC
Course Correction


9 lakh ghost artisans removed in 2015



2.81 lakh new artisans added by KVIC



Prohibited cash transfer of subsidy to Khadi Institutions



Brought transparency by introducing Direct Bene t Transfer (DBT) in Khadi

Empowering Artisans


40,000 New Model Charkhas and 7000 modern looms distributed to
empower artisans



Liberated Khadi from closed hands and dedicated it to people



527 new Khadi Institutions were set up across the country in 5 years



This was crucial in increasing Khadi production manifolds

Khadi's Growth Trajectory


Unprecedented jump of over 88 percent in the production of Khadi fabric



Khadi production increased from 105.38 million sq meters in 2014-15 to 198.29
million sq meters in 2019-20



115% jump in overall production in Khadi sector from 2015-16 to 2019-2020



179% growth in Khadi sales from 2015-16 to 2019-2020



Since 2015-16, Khadi has grown at an annual rate of 19.45 percent



This is more than three-times the average annual growth of 6.25 percent from
2004-14.



Similarly, the sales grew at the average of 28 percent between 2015 and 2020 as
compared to 6.65 percent from 2004-14.



Khadi stores for the rst time opened under franchisee scheme in 20 cities in India

Rural Resurgence


Exploring untapped streams and diversifying the product range yielded
high results



With over 750 products, the village industries sector is booming like never before



Since 2015-16, production in village industries has grown by 96% (approx)



Sales in the Village Industries sector jumped by 110% (approx) in 5 years

The Milestone


In 2019-2020, the overall turnover of Khadi and Village Industries reached
Rs 88,887 crore



The highest ever turnover achieved by KVIC



This turnover in 2019-20 was the highest by any FMCG company in India in the same
FY

Khadi for Fashion


First ever agreement with trusted textile giants - Raymonds, Aditya Birla Group,
Arvind Mills to promote Khadi



Agreements with NIFT, NID to introduce new design interventions



Made Khadi trendier to attract youngsters



Introduced e-marketing through payTM, Shop'nShop



Approached Universities, Colleges, Schools, Municipal Bodies etc. for adopting
Khadi uniforms and ceremonial gowns

Local to Global


Chalked out plans to introduce Khadi to the international market



1088 Khadi and village industries institutions, REGP/PMEGP Units given
membership to enter the eld of export



First-ever Khadi exhibitions in over 60 countries



The countries include the USA, Germany, Australia, Canada, Dubai and others.



Khadi Fashion shows held in Bhutan, Dubai and South Africa



Tie up arrangements with premier institutions - Federation of Indian Export
Organization (FIEO), World Trade Centre (WTC), Indian Trade Promotion
Organization (ITPO), Trade Promotion Council of India, to explore overseas markets
for Khadi



Khadi exhibition on the occasion of 72nd Independence Day celebrations on 15th
August 2018 in 10 Indian Consulates abroad



Khadi exhibition under Global Khadi activity on the celebration of 150th Birth
Anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi in 57 Indian Embassies/ Missions abroad

Khadi: The Sea of Employments
40,000 employments
(approx) created
under Honey Mission

Nearly
30 lakh jobs
created in KVIC
in the last 5 years

2.81 lakh
new jobs
created in
Khadi sector

80,000 employments
(approx) created
under Kumhar
Sashaktikaran Yojana

27 lakh jobs
(approx)
created under
PMEGP

Eliminating Bottlenecks


Played an instrumental role in doing away with the role of District Level Task Force
Committee (DLTFC) in approval of projects under PMEGP.



Approval of projects in rst 5 months of FY 2020-21, increased by a whopping 44%
after eliminating the role of DLTFC



Immediately after Prime Minister's call for Aatmanirbhar Bharat , revised the
PMEGP guidelines and set the deadline for approval of projects to 26 days.



Since 2015-16, the KVIC has supported 2.86 lakh projects through PMEGP creating
nearly 27 lakh employments.



Several stringent clauses of SFURTI Scheme simpli ed to compliment Prime
Minister's idea of Minimum Government, Maximum Governance .

Towards Aatmanirbhar Bharat


A number of employment generation schemes launched in the last ve years



Honey Mission launched to create employment for farmers, women & Adivasi
through beekeeping and increase India's honey production



Kumhar Sashaktikaran Yojana launched to empower the marginalized potters'
community and revive the dying art of pottery



Leather Artisans' Empowerment program launched; leather artisans rechristened
as Charm Chikitsak



Rolled out innovating Cycle-mounted Tea/Coffee Selling units under Project
DigniTEA in 6 Indian cities



Launched Khadi Agarbatti Aatmanirbhar Mission to increase local production of
Agarbatti in India and create rural employment

Honey Mission


Following the clarion call of Sweet Kranti given by the Hon'ble PM, 'Honey
Mission' was launched in August 2017



Honey Mission aimed at increasing honey production and providing employment
to farmers, unemployed youth and Adivasis through beekeeping.



In just three years, 2017-2020, as many as 1.36 lakh bee boxes distributed across
India



Nearly 40,000 jobs created



Approx 8600 MT honey produced under Honey Mission in 3 years



Honey Mission reached the remotest areas like Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh,
Jammu & Kashmir, Kerala, Tripura and many other states



Created the world record of distributing 2330 bee boxes on a single day in Kupwara
in J&K in 2018

Kumhar Sashaktikaran Yojana


Launched in 2018, the program aims at empowering Kumhar community in India



Distributed Electric Potter Wheels and other equipment to over 18,000 Kumhar
families across the country



Approx 80,000 employments created through this scheme



The program launched in states like Uttar Pradesh, J&K, Ladakh, Haryana,
Rajasthan, West Bengal, Assam, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Odisha, Telangana and Bihar.



Potters production and income increased by 4-5 times



Several government and non-government bodies contacted to provide a better
marketing canvass to the potters.



Indian Railways designated 400 railway stations where only earthenware is used to
sell food/beverages.

Agarbatti and Bamboo Industry


Played an instrumental role in restricting the import of Agarbatti and bamboo
sticks from China and Vietnam.



Got the import duty on bamboo sticks for Agarbatti from 10 percent to 25 percent
to strengthen local bamboo farmers and Agarbatti manufacturers



This resulted in revival of hundreds of closed agarbatti manufacturing units across
the country and created thousands of jobs in a very short span.



Launched plantation drive for Bambusa Tulda, a variety of bamboo used to making
Agarbatti sticks

Khadi Agarbatti Aatmanirbhar Mission


Conceptualized and got the scheme approved for increasing India's domestic
Agarbatti production



The PPP-mode program aims at creating employments in Agarbatti industry



KVIC to distribute automatic and hand-operated Agarbatti making machines to
artisans



The project will enable every artisan earn at least Rs 300 per day

Leather Artisans' Empowerment


Project aims at training leather artisans (Mochi) in comprehensive shoe making



Distributed advanced tool kits to artisans



Rechristened leather artisans as Charm Chikitsak



Inaugurated two Leather Production cum Training Centers in Delhi and Varanasi in
association with CFTI Agra

Project DigniTEA


Distributed innovative cycle-mounted Tea/Coffee selling units to unemployed
youth including women



Project launched in Delhi, Varanasi, Jaipur, Chandigarh



Project seeks to enable bene ciaries earn respectable livelihood



The tea/coffee units will enable bene ciaries sell beverages under hygienic condition



Bene ciaries can earn up to Rs 600-700 per day

Turning Crisis into Opportunity


To support artisans' livelihood, launched high quality Khadi Face Masks during
Covid-19 lockdown



Converted KVIC's napkin stitching center in Nagrotta, Jammu into mask stitching
center



Launched double-layered Cotton and triple-layered Silk face masks



Masks are affordable, skin friendly, reusable, and bio-degradable



In 6 months April to October, 2020, more than 18 lakh face masks sold



Masks supplied in bulk to Rashtrapati Bhavan, Prime Minister Of ce, several
central government ministries, state governments, PSUs and general public

Vocal for Local


Signed rst ever agreement with ITBP for supply of Kacchi Ghani Mustard Oil to
Paramilitary forces



Began supplying domestic products at Paramilitary canteens in the country



KVIC to add 40 lakh new members to its Pan-India consumer base

Khadi Goes Online


Launched Khadi's e-portal www.khadiindia.gov.in



Added more than 600 products to online inventory in less than 3 months



E-portal to provide additional market platform to artisans



The initiative to ensure customers get genuine Khadi products at their doorsteps



Orders supplied to 31 states in the country

www.khadiindia.gov.in

Khadi Fabric Footwear


The rst-ever Khadi fabric footwear launched in India



Handcrafted ne fabric like Cotton, Silk & wool used to make footwear



Banarasi Silk, Patola Silk, Madhubani print Silk, Khadi Denim, Tussar Silk, MatkaKatia Silk used to make footwear



Economically priced



Khadi fabric footwear aims to tap international market



With Khadi footwear KVIC targets to capture Rs 1000 crore share in Indian
footwear industry

An Open Letter by Hon ble Chairman

Vocal
for Local
with KVIC

"India is a culturally rich country with thousands of years old heritage
and I have imbibed this through many centuries. I have seen India
liberate from the shackles of the British Rule and ourish as a strong
independent country.
As a Gandhian attire , I was put on by lakhs of people. During the
freedom struggle, I taught Indians to be self-reliant. I am not just fabric
but an ideology. I am the past, the present, and the future. I am
originally a feeling of Indianness. I am KHADI .
The rst image that forms before one s eyes on a mention of Khadi, is
that of Mahatma Gandhi, the Father of the Nation, spinning Charkha
with a cotton ball in his hand. He was a superhuman who used me as
the most potent weapon of non-violence in the Swadeshi movement.
With the rapidly changing times, it has been quite a challenge to keep
me relevant. The country has embraced modernity. However, this has
opened up new avenues for Khadi. Sensing the need for a
transformation, in the leadership of our Prime Minister, Shri Narendra
Modi, who invoked the youth of the country to revive and revitalize the
Khadi industry and the results were astonishing.

The Prime Minister used his radio program Mann ki Baat as a medium
to propagate his message of Khadi s resurgence and the countrymen
did not disappoint him either. Khadi and Village Industries climbed the
success ladder year after year. I have made a prominent place for myself
in the entire world. This success story of Khadi found mention in a
recent address of Prime Minister Narendra Modi where he gave a
clarion call to become Vocal for Local and take our local products to
the global level. The Prime Minister invoked the people to make India,
Aatmanirbhar (Self-reliant).
Our country is in the grip of the deadly Corona pandemic. The entire
world is devastated and the nancial condition of India, too, is badly hit.
The means of livelihood are reducing and the youth of the country
stares at joblessness. The industrial sector has taken a severe hit due to
the nancial slowdown.
As extraordinary situations need extraordinary measures, this is the
time for every Indian to be self-suf cient, contribute to increasing local
production, support the poor through strengthening the cottage and
village industries, and make India self-reliant.
I am capable of bringing about a revolutionary change in the country.
Khadi is an alternative to the foreign products ooding Indian markets.
Khadi is a medium of creating self-employment for farmers, women,
and youth of this country. I am committed to channelizing the country s
resources and energy in a new direction. Come, let's adopt Khadi for a
strong, secure and self-reliant Bharat."

#SwitchToKhadi and be #VocalForLocalWithKVIC

Vinai Kumar Saxena
Chairman
Khadi and Village Industries Commission
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